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DRAFT
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS RESTRICTIONS
ON THE CONSULTATION UNDER ARTICLE XVIII:12(b) WITH TURKEY

1. In accordance with its terms of reference the Committee conducted the consultation with Turkey under paragraph 12(b) of Article XVIII. The Committee had before it the following documents: (a) a basic document for the consultation (BOP/93 and Corrigendum 1 and Addenda 1 and 2); (b) the Executive Board Decision taken on 27 June 1969 at the conclusion of the International Monetary Fund's consultation with Turkey (Annex I hereto); and (c) a background paper provided by the International Monetary Fund, dated 3 June 1969.

2. In conducting the consultation the Committee followed the plan for consultations recommended by the CONTRACTING PARTIES (BISD, Seventh Supplement, pages 97 and 98). The consultation was held on 4 July 1969. This report summarizes the main points of the discussion.

Consultation with the International Monetary Fund

3. Pursuant to the provisions of Article XV of the General Agreement, the CONTRACTING PARTIES had invited the International Monetary Fund to consult with them in connexion with the consultation with Turkey. In accordance with the agreed procedure, the representative of the Fund was invited to make a statement supplementing the Fund's documentation concerning the position of Turkey. The statement was as follows:

"The Fund invites the attention of the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the Executive Board decision of June 27, 1969 at the conclusion of its most recent Article XIV consultation with Turkey, particularly to paragraphs 5 and 6 which read as follows:

'5. The balance of payments on current account deteriorated sharply in 1968. Imports rose by 12 per cent, but exports declined by 5 per cent. The reduction in exports reflected certain marketing difficulties in respect of traditional exports, but non-traditional exports also registered a decline. Workers' remittances rose and there was some improvement in:
earnings from tourism. To keep outgoing payments within the limits set by current earnings and the inflow of foreign capital, Turkey was compelled to tighten quantitative and cost restrictions on payments for imports and other transfers. In 1969, further measures have been taken to stimulate exports and there has been some additional tightening of external restrictions. In order to strengthen the balance-of-payments and reserve position, the Fund urges that more positive measures should be taken to direct investment policy toward production for export and considers that the complex trade and payments system should be reformed.

6. The Fund does not object on a temporary basis to the multiple currency practices presently in effect in Turkey, and will review them not later than on the occasion of the 1969 Article XIV consultation with Turkey. The Fund notes that a bilateral payments agreement with a member has been terminated, 'but urges that the remaining two agreements be terminated at an early date.'

"On June 27, 1969, the International Monetary Fund approved a stand-by arrangement for the Government of Turkey, authorizing the purchase of up to $27 million in foreign currencies over the next twelve months. The new stand-by arrangement follows a $27 million arrangement which expired in December 1968.

"The latest stand-by arrangement - which will supplement existing external reserves - is in support of a programme which gives high priority to the maintenance of price stability. A tighter control of credit has been instituted and Turkey had also introduced new tax measures, estimated to increase government revenue by 8 per cent, and plans to meet budgetary expenditures from non-inflationary sources of revenue. The Government is also taking measures to stimulate exports.

"The general level of restrictions on imports by Turkey, and the 25 per cent stamp duty which are under reference, do not go beyond the extent necessary at the present time to stop a serious decline in its monetary reserves."

Opening statement of the representative of Turkey

4. In his opening statement, the full text of which appears in Annex II, the representative of Turkey said that import restrictions were maintained in Turkey for balance-of-payments reasons in view of a constantly growing demand for imports accompanied by exports which had failed to increase as rapidly. Though a stamp duty on imports had been successively increased imports rose by 12 per cent between 1967 and 1968 while exports declined by 5 per cent. Total invisible receipts had improved but they had still not reached a level sufficient to offset the trade gap. The servicing of a high external debt also exercised great pressure on the balance of payments. One fourth to one fifth of total exports receipts had to be devoted to foreign debt payments. Private foreign investment had remained disappointingly low and suppliers credits had been used only in exceptional circumstances. In 1968 a further draw-down of Turkey's monetary reserves by US$6 million occurred.
5. The restriction of imports in Turkey was effected through an import programme which consisted of the liberalized list and the global quota list and was planned to cover a whole calendar year. For all products except imports with waiver (without foreign exchange allocation) there was the additional requirement of a guarantee import deposit. The primary purpose of guarantee deposits was to maintain imports at the programmed level. Normal imports were divided into those from convertible currency countries and those resulting from bilateral agreements. With regard to convertible currency countries trade was carried out without discrimination of origin. Imports were either from the liberalized list or the global quota list. With regard to bilateral trade agreements these could only cover products contained in the liberalized or the global quota lists. Bilateral agreements accounted for 15 per cent of total imports.

6. In view of the limited availability of resources the Turkish authorities had been forced to establish a list of import priorities in accordance with the Five-Year Plan and the annual programmes. Commodities that were affected by restrictions were principally consumer goods and those produced domestically. State trading in Turkey was not used to restrict imports for balance-of-payments reasons.

7. The representative of Turkey informed the Committee that the Turkish import régime attempted to increase the liberalization of imports and that total liberalization remained the ultimate objective. The Turkish Government had gradually increased the liberalization of imports within the limit of foreign exchange availability. Already a significant volume of raw materials and essential spare parts had been liberalized. Since June 1968 the system of imports through AID funds had been substantially liberalized and only the products contained in a negative list could not be financed through such funds.

8. The Turkish authorities were making great efforts to diversify exports and develop new commodities with high export potential. Export promotion measures, such as tax refunds and credit facilities for exporters, were coupled with general measures to promote private investment and to channel private savings into priority export sectors.

9. In spite of all the incentive measures taken by the Government, the increase in exports was not expected to compensate for the increase in imports over the next few years. In view of the substantial deficit on current account and the heavy burden imposed by the servicing of the foreign debt, the representative of Turkey said that his Government would have to continue the restrictive system for the time being so as not to impair the stability of the general economy.
Balance-of-payments position and prospects and alternative measures to restore equilibrium

10. Members of the Committee expressed their great appreciation for the informative statement presented by the representative of Turkey and, in particular, for the effective way in which he had integrated his presentation with the background information contained in document BOP/93. They hoped that this method of presentation might serve as a precedent for other countries. They were also gratified to learn of the various aspects of the development of the Turkish economy which forecast higher incomes and improved living standards for the Turkish people. In particular the 1968 increase in gross national income by 6.6 per cent and the efforts being made to diversify and promote exports and export-oriented industry were noted.

11. It was also pointed out that, while the strong increase in imports, especially of investment goods and raw materials, would contribute to a strengthening of the economy in the long run, increased imports not accompanied by increased foreign-exchange earnings constituted a strain on the immediate balance-of-payments position. Although it was not unusual in developing countries for imports to increase at a faster pace than exports as a result of development needs, plans and programmes might be placed in jeopardy in Turkey's case if more additional restraint were not placed upon internal demand, for example, by more effective price control and by some moderation in the rate of investment, particularly in the public sector. The possibility of some modification in the average 7 per cent per annum growth rate might have to be faced, since the already high burden of debt service called for special caution, and there were limits beyond which debt could not be rescheduled and refinanced. Debt service was already absorbing 19 per cent of export earnings at the 1968 level.

12. Moreover, additional effort to expand foreign-exchange earnings could also prove helpful, both in the area of tourist expenditures, (perhaps coupled with additional restrictions on travel by Turkish residents) and also in regard to such export problems as marketing, packaging, and sales methods. Even with the substantial additional earnings received from workers' remittances and tourism, the failure of exports to increase could not be contemplated with equanimity given the low level of Turkish foreign-exchange reserves. Reserves had increased substantially in recent months, to some $47 million as of the end of May 1969, partly as a result of a change in accounting procedure, but it was clear that further improvement in earnings would be required before there could be much relaxation of the efforts being made by the Turkish Government.

13. In reply to these points the representative of Turkey emphasized that his country was committed to attainment of plan goals, which were regarded as both reasonable and attainable. Considering that even now it would take many years to bridge the gap in incomes between Turkey and other OECD countries, he considered that Turkey should not be asked to forego the goals it had set itself. Results on internal price control had not been too discouraging and a study on credit control was under way in co-operation with the International Monetary Fund. The Plan was
moreover built into the Turkish legal system and constituted a commitment which could not be altered. On the other hand, and this applied particularly to the points made about investment, the function of annual programmes, as contrasted with Five-Year Plans, was to permit modification and adjustment in the light of the evolving situation. His country had taken advantage of this possibility with respect to investment plans and had reduced investment, especially in the public sector, very substantially. In addition, there were cases in which expenditure was deliberately retarded to avoid excessively rapid injection of new purchasing power into the economy.

14. He also noted that in the second Five-Year Plan now in progress, the emphasis was much more on investment in export-oriented industry than on the import substitution so prominent in the first period. On the whole he could say that his Government was well aware of the need to keep a careful check on demand and the effects of investment upon it. As for the reference to debt rescheduling, he noted that rescheduling of debt and similar operations were the result of proposals by aid-giving countries and constituted a form of aid which the aid-givers had proposed as an alternative form of assistance; these operations should not be confused with a moratorium or failure by Turkey to meet its obligations.

15. In regard to the possibility of further restraint on foreign travel by Turkish residents, the representative of Turkey was very doubtful. There was already a 50 per cent tax on foreign exchange for travel by residents, who were permitted only one trip abroad per year. It would clearly be impractical to provide, as had been suggested, that one class of travellers be subjected to special restrictions, and as restrictions were already fairly severe, Turkey placed more reliance on the possibility of increasing earnings from incoming tourist traffic. Now that accommodations were more adequate to an expansion of tourism, a special effort was being made to encourage longer stays by visitors, which would of course increase receipts. The special tourist exchange rate had been adopted in the interest of making it attractive to tourists to extend their stay in the country.

16. As to exports, the representative of Turkey recalled that some of Turkey's difficulties in expanding exports lay in the inelastic demand for traditional semi-luxury exports. There were many other problems in maintaining the growth of exports, some non-recurring and others of a cyclical kind which would not recur every year. The development of new exports also often involved the difficulty that industries with high fixed costs, such as the petrochemical industry, were obliged to pass through an initial phase of producing only for the relatively small domestic market; it was only later that they could move into full production, selling abroad as well as at home and benefiting from economies of scale. It remained true, he acknowledged, that there was much further improvement to be expected from research and education in better marketing, packaging and sales organization, but some recent export incentives had hardly been in effect long enough to judge their effectiveness at this stage.
17. As to future balance-of-payments prospects, about which members also enquired, the representative of Turkey stated that there were a number of areas from which substantial short-to-medium-term export increases could now be expected: fresh fruit and vegetables, which it was hoped to sell primarily in Western Europe, meat and fish intended primarily for neighbouring countries in the Middle East, and processed foods which could be marketed on a world-wide basis. Another area - forestry - offered even more substantial prospects although a somewhat longer development period would have to be envisaged. Turkey also expected worker remittances to increase, though less dramatically than in recent past years, possibly at the rate of $5 to $10 million per year. A continuing demand for labour existed in Western Europe and if some workers returned, with valuable skills learned abroad, there would be others going out. In this connexion it was noted that an arrangement to give Turkish workers abroad the benefit of the tourist exchange rate had had a beneficial effect on the inflow of remittances to Turkish banks.

18. With respect to foreign-exchange reserves, it was noted that even after the increase in reserves between January and May of 1969, the total available to Turkey was barely enough to cover half a month's needs and a part of the increase was only apparent, since it was due to a change in the procedure of providing cover under letters of credit.

19. In reply to a question whether Turkey might perhaps be maintaining a control over private foreign investment too strict to be compatible with maximum interest on the part of overseas investors, the representative of Turkey explained that control was exercised only to the extent required to ensure maximum implementation of the overall Plan objectives. For example, Turkey was most anxious to develop industries with maximum export potential at the present time, and for this purpose offers a variety of incentives to export. A foreign enterprise in that area would be eligible to all the benefits available to a Turkish-owned enterprise. Control was only designed to avoid investment in lower-priority ventures, and efforts of the same kind were made as concerned domestically financed enterprises.

System and methods of the restrictions and effects of the restrictions

20. Members of the Committee welcomed the Turkish authorities' intention to increase the liberalization of imports and the fact that goods in the liberalized import list had increased from 1966 to 1968. It was particularly welcome that the authorities recognized the value of liberalization as a stimulus, through added competition which was beneficial particularly for Turkey's industry. Satisfaction was also expressed upon hearing that the system of AID financed imports had been changed as from the end of June 1968. The representative of Turkey explained that the modification of the previous system had the effect of relaxing restrictions since items that could previously only be imported through AID funds had now been multilateralized. Under the new system there was a negative AID list indicating the commodities which could not be financed through AID funds.
21. It was said that goods on the liberalized list were only formally free from restrictions since cash deposits amounting to 90 and 120 per cent of the value of the imports were required in advance. For another thing, importers were often obliged to wait up to five months before they were issued licences they had applied for. Also, measures like the blocking of imports in November 1968 further detracted from the reality of liberalization. It was doubtful that the private sector of the economy received the same treatment as the public sector in the allocation of imports under quota lists. In view of the importance of the private sector in the general development of the economy it was necessary to correct these shortcomings.

22. In reply to the foregoing statement the representative of Turkey explained that his country was obliged because of the scarcity of foreign exchange resources to set aside an overall foreign exchange allocation under each import programme, including imports of goods on the liberalized list. What had happened was that on 20 November 1968 Turkey had reached the budgeted figure of US$360 million allocated for imports on the liberalized list and had been forced to block imports to avoid disrupting plans for use of foreign exchange. Regarding cash deposits for imports he explained that these were used to help dampen internal demand. Referring to the comment on differences between the treatment of the public and the private sectors he added that he knew of no differences in allocation of quotas to one or the other; there were emergency quotas available for both.

23. In reply to questions the representative of Turkey said a list of import priorities was drawn up every year in accordance with the provisions of import programmes. Imports which were given the highest priority were put on the liberalized lists. Allocations for imports under the global quota were also made according to specified programme goals and information supplied by Chambers of Commerce, industrialists and private individuals. Only about 5 per cent of total imports consisted of consumer goods that were urgently required. Such had been the case of wheat imports though purchases from abroad would from now on probably be only occasional. Spare parts, components and raw materials were generally given a high priority in the import programmes, in particular those for industries already established in the country so that national industry could operate as near as possible to full capacity. The second priority was given to export industries to which the second Five-Year Plan gave great importance in view of its objective to increase exports.

24. Asked whether the Turkish authorities had any plans to reduce the relatively high rates of import deposit required, the representative of Turkey explained that the rates were also established according to criteria based on import priorities. Imports of spare parts and components only paid very small import deposits with the exception of those related to the motor industry, since sufficient stocks of these parts were available in the country.

25. Since import deposits were payable in advance and remained blocked until the goods had been imported and the foreign supplier paid, some members pointed out that these deposits had discriminatory effects on distant exporters whose goods took longer than average to reach Turkey. Now that the rates of these deposits had increased the discriminatory effect of import deposits was greater for countries more distant from Turkey.
26. It was pointed out that since the list of goods which could be imported were published only in January (for liberalized items) and half-yearly (for global quota items) the uncertainty as to whether goods would be included in import programmes could interrupt the flow of trade. The representative of Turkey replied that if an importer and a foreign supplier finalized a trade agreement during one import programme period, effective import could be made in the next programme period even if the goods imported were no longer in that period's import list. The publication of the two lists published yearly and twice a year was intended to give more flexibility to the system so that the import programme could be adapted to changing circumstances. Implementation of the programme was not intended to be an obstacle to imports.

27. It was pointed out that suppliers having exported commodities to Turkey found it sometimes difficult to receive prompt payment due to delays in the allocation of exchange to Turkish importers. These delays lasted sometimes for as much as twenty weeks and undoubtedly affected the final price of the goods. The representative of Turkey explained that the delay in transfers was the consequence of the fact that Turkish exports were seasonal so that the inflow of payments into Turkey would fluctuate accordingly, sometimes resulting in accumulated backlogs. It was difficult for Turkey to finance the seasonal gaps in view of its insufficient monetary reserves.

28. It was emphasized that Turkey should take additional steps to simplify its complex trade and payments system. The representative of Turkey recognized that further simplification of his country's trade system would, in principle, be advantageous for Turkey. However, many of Turkey's difficulties in this respect were inherent in the balance-of-payments difficulty. This problem was kept under continual review but he would convey the opinion of the Committee to his Government.

29. As to bilateral trade the Committee urged the termination of Turkey's remaining bilateral agreements at an early date. It was noted that some of the countries with which Turkey had bilateral agreements were contracting parties to the GATT and others were applying, or about to apply, for accession. These countries were not seeking to continue such agreements and had expressed the desire to terminate them. Consequently, it was stressed that Turkish authorities should look closely at this problem and proceed to complete multilateralization of its trade.

30. In reply to these points the representative of Turkey said that bilateral trade could in no way be considered as additional restrictions to trade, since these agreements provided his country with additional possibilities to trade. For example, bilateral agreements permitted Turkish producers to dispose of surpluses. Goods not included in either the liberalized or the global quota lists could not be imported under the bilateral quotas, so that the bilateral quota list with each partner included only items which appeared on one of the two lists. Nonetheless, he emphasized that Turkey had terminated a bilateral agreement with one country and that the ultimate objective of his authorities was to gradually multilateralize its system of trade.
31. In reply to a further question on bilateral trade and payments agreements the representative of Turkey said that his country applied the country of origin principle and that, consequently, the Turkish authorities only purchased under bilateral agreements goods which to the best of their knowledge, were produced in the partner country. A member of the Committee felt, however, that since in principle the list of liberalized goods and the list of global quotas applied to imports from countries other than those with which Turkey had bilateral payment agreements, Turkey's bilateral partners were discriminated against in that unlike other countries they could not sell to Turkey liberalized and global quota goods not on their particular bilateral lists.

32. Concern was expressed regarding the possible effects for third parties of adjustments in the Turkish tariff as a result of Turkey's trade with the EEC. In reply, the representative of Turkey said that though adjustments would probably be forthcoming he could not predict what the effects of his country's association with the EEC would have since both parties were still in the process of negotiation. He pointed out that the aid Turkey received from the EEC had positive effects on his country's import lists.

33. An observer to the Committee said that his country had exported scythes (BTN ex 82.01) to Turkey until 1967, when the Turkish authorities had ceased to give import licences for this product. Although scythes had been the object of a Turkish concession in 1966, large unsold stocks had been accumulated since the embargo, and bilateral consultations between the two parties had not produced any results; he asked what the reasons were for this embargo and expressed the hope that the item would be included in the global quota list. The representative of Turkey said that he would convey the point to his authorities.

Conclusion

34. The Committee expressed their great appreciation for the carefully prepared and comprehensive statement by the representative of Turkey and for the way in which it had been co-ordinated with the background material already before them. They also expressed their appreciation for the collaboration of the representative of the International Monetary Fund. With respect to Turkey's balance-of-payments position, they sympathized with the problems encountered by a people with limited resources attempting to solve simultaneously problems of export diversification, expansion of tourism, expansion of industrial production on a basis permitting effective competition in international trade. However, they felt that in the process, Turkey was perhaps hampering its own progress by excessive investment, particularly in the public sector not too well concentrated on export industry, with too much resultant pressure on domestic prices. High costs were a factor in the failure of exports to expand and resulting shortages of foreign exchange perpetuated a degree of restriction of imports which in turn reduced the pressure on domestic producers to reduce their costs. Even so, they felt that the import restriction system could be considerably simplified to good effect, and that a contribution would be made by the termination of remaining bilateral agreements.
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND EXECUTIVE BOARD DECISION
TAKEN AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE FUND'S CONSULTATION
WITH TURKEY ON 27 JUNE 1969

1. This decision is taken by the Executive Board in concluding the 1968 consultation with Turkey pursuant to Article XIV, Section 4 of the Articles of Agreement.

2. The rise in gross national product in Turkey in 1968 is estimated to be 6.6 per cent at constant prices, compared with 6.1 per cent in 1967. This increase reflects a substantial increase in industrial production and buoyant investment activity; there was only a small increase in agricultural output. Wholesale prices rose on an annual average basis by 4.6 per cent, or somewhat less than in 1967; wage increases continued to exceed increases in productivity.

3. Government revenue continued to increase in 1968, but expenditures rose still more sharply and, despite a cutback in government expenditures in the final months of the fiscal year, the outturn of the budget shows a substantial deficit. The cash position of the Treasury deteriorated and it was compelled to increase its borrowings both from the banking system, including the Central Bank, and from government suppliers. The 1969 budget provides for a sharp rise in recurrent and investment expenditures. While noting recent measures to increase revenue, the Fund welcomes the policy of the Government to conduct quarterly reviews of budgeted expenditures as well as the outlays of the public sector as a whole. This should help ensure budgetary equilibrium and maintenance of internal price stability. The financial performance of the State Economic Enterprises continues to present problems and the Fund believes that the attainment of the economic objectives of Turkey would be facilitated by improving the efficiency of these enterprises.

4. In 1968 there was a substantial expansion of credit, primarily to finance the operations of agricultural marketing organizations and investment activity. This caused a heavy strain on available resources. For 1969 the Government has adopted a tighter credit program. The Fund believes that this program, by reinforcing the measures in the fiscal field, will tend to constrain the pressure on resources. To stimulate savings, but also to achieve better resource allocation, the Fund believes that the monetary authorities should pursue a more flexible interest rate policy.

5. The balance of payments on current account deteriorated sharply in 1968. Imports rose by 12 per cent, but exports declined by 5 per cent. The reduction in exports reflected certain marketing difficulties in respect of traditional exports, but nontraditional exports also registered a decline. Workers' remittances rose and there was some improvement in earnings from tourism. To keep outgoing payments within the limits set by current earnings and the inflow of foreign capital, Turkey
was compelled to tighten quantitative and cost restrictions on payments for imports and other transfers. In 1969, further measures have been taken to stimulate exports and there has been some additional tightening of external restrictions. In order to strengthen the balance of payments and reserve position, the Fund urges that more positive measures should be taken to direct investment policy toward production for export and considers that the complex trade and payments system should be reformed.

6. The Fund does not object on a temporary basis to the multiple currency practices presently in effect in Turkey, and will review them not later than on the occasion of the 1969 Article XIV consultation with Turkey. The Fund notes that a bilateral payments agreement with a member has been terminated, but urges that the remaining two agreements be terminated at an early date.
OPENING STATEMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF TURKEY

1. Introduction

The introduction of import restrictions in Turkey - in the form presently applied - dates back to 1958 and the stabilization programme introduced at that time as a result of the developments in the economy in the fifties.

The expansionist economic policy which had been initiated in 1950 was based on a liberal system of imports, the objectives being to increase investment and accelerate the rate of growth of the then stagnating economy.

The policy was, at the outset, a successful one. It had the essentially positive effect of linking the Turkish economy more closely with the outside world as a result of the establishment of many industries using imported raw materials and the realization of investments requiring a high volume of capital imports.

However, the development of exports failed to keep pace with the growing volume of imports, and the situation came to a head in the late fifties when the servicing of the foreign debt presented difficult problems and a severe inflationary pressure appeared.

The Turkish authorities then embarked - with the assistance of the IMF and the OEEC - on a firm stabilization programme which, among other measures, included certain restrictions destined to maintain the increase in imports at a level commensurate with external payment possibilities.

These measures - known as the August 1958 measures - introduced the import régime which is, basically, in effect today. Although quantitative restrictions were introduced to preclude an excessive rise in imports as soon as the situation was stabilized, the Turkish authorities were able to enlarge the scope of the list of commodities which remained liberalized and this policy has been followed ever since.

The basic objective of the Turkish import régime is to secure the stable importation of the capital goods, raw materials and consumer goods required for the orderly and timely implementation of Turkey's Five-Year Development Plans. Within the limits set by external payment possibilities, this régime attempts to increase the liberalization of imports, and total liberalization remains the ultimate objective.
2. Methods used in restricting imports

Imports are effected through an import programme which is planned to cover a whole calendar year. The import programme consists of two lists:

(a) the liberalized list;

(b) the list of commodities subject to foreign exchange allocation (or global quota list).

The import programme is prepared by the Ministry of Commerce. However, in preparing the programme, this Ministry consults extensively with the Ministry of Finance and the Central Bank and other interested Ministries on the one side, and with the Union of Chambers of Commerce and Industry on the other, to determine the requirements of the private sector.

On the basis of these consultations and its own research and investigation, the Ministry of Commerce publishes:

(a) the liberalized list in January to cover the whole year, and

(b) the global quota list twice a year, in January and July, in order to give more flexibility to the system and to adapt it to changing circumstances as embodied in the annual programme.

As a general rule, commodities not appearing in either list cannot be imported during the pertinent import programme period.

Settlement regarding imports in these lists is made in convertible currency.

In addition to the goods appearing in the liberalized list and the global quota list, commodities included in the lists appended to the bilateral agreements can also be imported in accordance with the terms of these bilateral agreements. However, the commodities in the bilateral quotas are all items which are included in either the liberalized or the quota list.

Imports are made on the basis of permits issued by the Central Bank to persons or bodies qualifying for them. These are, in principle:

- registered importers
- industrialists
- State economic enterprises, and
- government departments.
Payment for imports can be made against a letter of credit, documents or goods. Imports from the liberalized list or through AID funds must be made exclusively against a letter of credit.

In every case, the equivalent in Turkish liras of the foreign exchange applied for must be deposited in advance in a commercial bank for eventual transfer to the Central Bank.

For all imports, except imports with waiver (without foreign exchange allocation), there is the additional requirement of a guarantee import deposit.

The liberalized list consists, in effect, of two lists and the difference between them is in the amount of guarantee deposit required. Thus, for items in List I, importers must pay, in addition to the 100 per cent advance payment for the item, a 90 per cent guarantee deposit. In the case of List II, this guarantee deposit is 120 per cent. The primary purpose of these guarantee deposits is to maintain imports at the programmed level.

There are, however, exceptions to these rates. Thus, chemical fertilizers in List I are subject to a guarantee deposit of only 20 per cent, while for breeding livestock and refrigerated trucks the rate is 1 per cent. Conversely, miscellaneous parts, components and accessories for motor vehicles in List II are subject to a guarantee deposit of 150 per cent.

3. Treatment of imports from different sources including information on the use of bilateral agreements

With regard to convertible currency countries, the importation of commodities included in the liberalized list and the global quotas is carried out without discrimination of origin. The only exception is Rhodesia, from where imports are prohibited.

With regard to bilateral agreement countries, importation takes place in accordance with the terms of the relevant agreement and on the basis of the bilateral quotas appended thereto.

Imports can be classified in two main categories, namely normal imports, and imports of surplus commodities pursuant to the United States Public Law 480.

Normal imports include (a) imports from the free exchange area, i.e. imports from countries where payments are made in convertible currency, and (b) imports from bilateral agreement countries.
(a) **Imports from the free exchange area** can be subdivided as follows:

1. **Liberalized list imports**

   These imports can be effected without quantitative restrictions. The commodities are those which are indispensable in keeping the economy running. They are thus mostly raw materials required as inputs for the domestic industry, spare parts for this industry and various components which are not manufactured locally. The main idea is to permit the existing domestic industry to operate as closely as possible to full capacity.

   Another objective is to develop export oriented industries as rapidly as possible. Thus, investment goods for such industries are also included in the liberalized lists.

2. **Global quota imports**

   These imports are limited by the values indicated in the quotas. Moreover, no single importer can be allocated more than 20 per cent of the total quota.

3. **Private direct investment imports**

   These are imports related to approved investment projects by foreign investors. They constitute the investment-in-kind portion of foreign capital investment. Practically all of such investments are carried out pursuant to Law 6224 for the Promotion of Foreign Capital Investment, and the Petroleum Law (No. 6326) which provide very liberal conditions for foreign entrepreneurs.

4. **NATO infrastructure imports**

   These imports are related to common infrastructure projects which are now mostly terminated. Consequently, these imports have been very low during the past few years.

5. **Project credit imports**

   These are imports of commodities relating to projects which are being financed through project credits secured from the Turkish Consortium, international financial institutions or other sources.

6. **Imports without exchange allocation**

   These are imports by Turkish residents returning from abroad. They include imports by Turkish workers of machinery and equipment related to their occupation up to a value of LT 10,000, imports by immigrants, and imports of personal effects by residents and Turkish nationals having spent at least one year abroad.
(b) Imports from bilateral agreement countries

Turkey has, at the present time, bilateral trade and payments agreements with ten countries. These are Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Eastern Germany, Hungary, Poland, Romania, the United Arab Republic, the USSR and Yugoslavia. The agreement with Eastern Germany is between the respective Chambers of Commerce.

As already indicated, the goods to be imported from these countries are indicated in the bilateral quotas appended to the agreement. Bilateral quota items appear in either the liberalized or the global quota list. In each case the agreement includes a specified swing limit.

2. Imports of surplus commodities

Imports of surplus commodities pursuant to the United States Public Law 480, which played a significant role in the late fifties when Turkey had a deficit in soft wheat, have declined greatly in importance over the past few years. This is due principally to the substantial increase in agricultural output as a result of large-scale irrigation, increased use of mechanical equipment and chemical fertilizers and lately, the successful introduction of high-yield varieties of wheat of Mexican origin.

Distribution of imports

If we now consider the geographical origin of Turkish imports, the following percentages apply:

Slightly over 75 per cent of Turkish imports are from OECD countries. The change over the past few years has been rather minor, increasing from 75 per cent in 1964 to 77 per cent in 1968.

Within the OECD group there have been certain modifications; the share of the EEC countries has increased significantly, going from 29 per cent to 37 per cent of total imports between 1964 and 1968. Imports from EFTA countries have also increased, although to a lesser extent, rising from 16 to 21 per cent. Conversely, the share of the United States has declined from 29 to 17 per cent, reflecting the reduction of Public Law 480 imports and consortium aid. The share of bilateral agreement countries has also increased slightly and is now around 15 per cent.

Liberalization of imports

With regard to the liberalization of imports, the considered policy of the Turkish Government has been to gradually effect such liberalization, within the limit of foreign exchange availability. The very low level of foreign exchange reserves remains a determining factor, together with the slow progress in increasing exports and invisible foreign exchange receipts.
In spite of these negative factors the percentage of liberalization has, nevertheless, gradually increased and, as already indicated, a significant volume of raw materials and essential spare parts have been liberalized.

The percentage of liberalization is indicated in the table of page 5 of the document BOP/93, and it will be noted that for the most significant item - namely programme imports - the percentage exceeds 50 per cent.

4. Commodities, or group of commodities, affected by the various forms of import restrictions

In view of the limited availability of resources which can be allocated to imports, the Turkish authorities are, obviously, forced to establish a list of priorities in accordance with the Five-Year Plan and the annual programmes. In this order of priorities, as already indicated, raw materials and spare parts hold the first place, closely followed by investment goods. Since the introduction of the Five-Year Plan, the share of consumer goods has substantially declined and, as can be seen on page 5 of document BOP/93, has fallen below 5 per cent of total imports. Of course, once again, this decline reflects the reduction in Public Law 480 imports and, in particular, wheat imports.

The commodities affected by restrictions are thus, first of all, consumer goods, and second, commodities which are produced domestically.

Finally, it should be noted that the importation of certain commodities, both in the liberalized and the global quota lists, are subject to the approval of an authority, which is usually the competent Ministry. However, this approval is in the nature of a quality control rather than a restriction. For instance, animals imported for breeding purposes, seeds, raw materials for insecticides and fertilizers are subject to the approval of the Ministry of Agriculture, and basic materials for the pharmaceutical industry require the approval of the Ministry of Health. Such approval is not meant to restrict the volume, but only to ascertain the quality of the commodity imported and to ensure its utilization for the purpose it was imported.

5. State trading, or Government monopoly, used as a measure to restrict imports for balance-of-payments reasons

Most of our trade is effected through the private sector, and even in cases when the purchaser of the commodity is the central Government or a State economic enterprise, the actual import is, in most cases, effected by the private sector - usually by the representative or agent of the exporting firm. Even in cases where the country of origin is a bilateral-agreement country, the exporting organizations in these countries are represented in Turkey by private Turkish importing firms. In certain exceptional cases Government agencies or State economic enterprises, importing commodities for their own use, may deal directly with the exporting firms abroad for practical considerations. Consequently, it can be stated that State trading is not used in Turkey to restrict imports for balance-of-payments reasons.
The importation of a relatively minor number of commodities is under monopoly for health or social reasons. These include items such as manufactured and unmanufactured tobacco, beverages with a high alcohol content, tea and salt.

6. Measures taken since the last consultation in relaxing or otherwise modifying import restrictions

As already stated, the ultimate goal of the Turkish authorities is a complete liberalization of imports. However, under the present circumstances, this process can only be realized gradually in accordance with annual programmes and within the limits of Turkey's external payment possibilities. Nevertheless, an effort is always made to shift commodities from the global quota list to the liberalized list and, of course, when a new branch of industry is established which is dependent upon imported raw materials, these are also usually added to the liberalized list. The extent of our efforts is illustrated by the percentage of liberalization and if we turn to the table on page 5 of document BOP/93 and compare the 1966 column with the 1968 column, we can clearly see that liberalization has been significantly increased in spite of a persistent foreign exchange shortage. It should be added that sometimes the addition of a commodity to the liberalized list is for the purpose of regulating the market and precluding excessive monopolistic or oligopolistic profit margins for domestic producers. With the commodity in the liberalized list, such domestic producers must, perforce, adjust their prices to world prices.

As of the end of June 1968 a modification which is, in effect, a substantial relaxation of restrictions has been introduced. The system previously in force permitted certain commodities to be imported through AID funds only. Thus, when a commodity bore the notation "AID only", this commodity could not be imported from other sources, even if a lower price could be obtained. Now, under the new system, there is a negative AID list indicating the commodities which cannot be financed through AID funds, and for commodities outside this list the importer is free to choose the origin according to the most competitive price.

This modification was notified to GATT and circulated as document L/3086, on 31 October 1968.

7. Effects of the import restrictions on trade and general policy in the use of restrictions for balance-of-payment reasons

As already indicated, import restrictions are maintained in Turkey for balance-of-payments reasons. In view of the determined effort to accelerate growth, the demand for imports is very strong and is constantly growing. The table on page 6 of document BOP/93 clearly shows the rising trend of imports, and this in spite of restrictions.
Conversely, the development of exports has failed to keep pace with the increase in imports. The result has been a constantly growing trade deficit.

Invisible receipts have improved considerably, particularly as a result of the substantial remittances by Turkish workers abroad. However, total invisible receipts have not reached a level sufficient to offset the trade gap.

The servicing of Turkey's external debt, which is a relatively high one, also exercises great pressure on the balance-of-payments. It should be noted that something between one fourth and one fifth of total export receipts must be devoted to foreign debt payments.

If we consider the balance-of-payments table on pages 8 and 9 of document BOP/93, the following remarks can be made:

I. CURRENT ACCOUNT
   (a) Foreign trade

1. Total imports (c.i.f.)

   As already stated, imports have shown a constantly rising trend, rising from $537 million in 1964 to $764 million in 1968. The apparent decline in 1967 is due to the very low level of so-called self-financing imports such as imports under project credits, foreign investment and NATO infrastructure in that year, and the discontinuation of Public Law 480 imports. It does not, consequently, impair the trend.

   The annual average rate of increase in imports since 1964 has been 8.5 per cent, and has thus exceeded the level foreseen in the Plan. Between 1967 and 1968, the increase in imports amounted to 12 per cent, and this, in spite of certain measures which the Turkish authorities were forced to introduce to keep the increase in imports at a manageable level. The measure which is best known in this House is the introduction of a 5 per cent stamp duty on imports, which has been successively increased to 10, 15 and now more recently to 25 per cent. We are to meet this afternoon to study this aspect of our balance-of-payments problem. The fact remains that, in spite of these measures, the increase in imports has, on the average, exceeded the Plan targets.

2. Total exports (f.o.b.)

   While imports have thus exceeded estimates, exports have, conversely, given disappointing results, particularly in 1968. Indeed, while we note a slow but steady increase between 1964 and 1967, there was a decline of 5 per cent in 1968. Lower exports of tobacco were the principal reason for the decline,
but there were also significant decreases in the export of sugar, olive oil, fodder, fish and copper. The increase in cotton exports was unable to compensate for the sharp decline in the above-mentioned items.

The Turkish Authorities have made great efforts over the past years to modify the structure and commodity composition of exports, since traditional Turkish export commodities are basically semi-luxury goods with an inelastic demand, and the terms of trade have continued, on the average, to move adversely. With the possible exception of cotton, no single item has improved significantly. The solution is, of course, a classic one - diversification of exports and development of new commodities and particularly manufactured commodities with high export potential.

The Turkish Authorities have addressed themselves vigorously to this fundamental problem of export promotion. A number of commodities with high export potential have been selected, and a variety of incentives have been introduced.

The areas which we believe hold good prospects for rapid development of exports are

- fruits and vegetables
- meat and fish
- forestry products, and
- the food processing industry.

Intensive feasibility studies are being carried out in these fields and discussions have taken place with the IMRD, looking toward substantial World Bank financing for projects in these fields. Recent FAO studies have indicated that Turkish forestry reserves exceeded previous estimates and that a substantial potential for export existed in this sector. Although the investments in this field cannot be expected to yield substantial returns within one or two years, we believe that within the next decade this sector will contribute significantly to Turkish exports. However, the other three fields are more promising in the short run, and we expect that even in 1969 significant progress will be realized in these fields.

Now, if we turn to the measures to encourage investment and promote exports, these consist, in effect, of general measures to promote private investments, and of specific measures for the encouragement and diversification of exports.

With regard to the general measures, the objective is to channel private savings into productive and priority sectors. One measure is the investment allowance which permits entrepreneurs to deduct from their assessable net income a certain percentage of their expenditure for productive investment.
A second measure which is now being implemented by the State planning organization is the system whereby certain imports of capital goods required to increase the productive capacity of enterprises or to establish new industries are, partially or totally, exempted from payment of customs duty and other levies. We expect these export oriented investments to contribute to an improvement of our trade balance within a relatively short period of time.

If we turn now to the specific measures to encourage and diversify exports, first it should be noted that export promotion activities have been expanded and have all been placed under the direct control of the State planning organization. This central management of export promotion activities is expected to make possible rapid action and co-ordination of efforts.

The main specific measure is the scheme of tax refunds to exporters. This measure, which is designed to increase the competitiveness of Turkish manufactures and to encourage the development of new export commodities, permits the refund to exporters of a number of taxes, levies and fees embodied in the production cost of such commodities. Each variety of commodity benefits from a different rate of refund, and the possibility of granting provisional refunds to completely new export commodities is an added flexibility of the system.

Commodities which presently benefit from the tax refund scheme constitute only 5 per cent of Turkish exports and the over-all results in 1968 were not too satisfactory since certain measures were introduced only in the month of September of the year. Our expectation is that more significant results will be achieved in 1969.

Another export encouragement measure concerns credit facilities for exporters. This measure consists of exempting exporters from payment of transaction taxes, stamp taxes and other levies and fees. Moreover, credits granted in connexion with exports to the convertible currency area carry a lower rate of interest (3 per cent of the interest rate is reimbursed to the exporter out of a special fund in the Central Bank). In addition, certain other measures have been introduced to meet the financing requirement of exporters, particularly those in the field of marketing, market research and packaging.

Finally, another export encouragement facility, which was introduced at the beginning of 1969, is the special allocation of foreign exchange to manufacturers of export commodities to permit them to import rapidly the raw materials and spare parts they require.

In spite of these incentive measures, the increase in exports is not expected to compensate for the increase in imports over the next few years. The implementation of the development plan targets will necessitate an increasing volume of imports and the trade deficit should continue to increase during the
second Plan period ending in 1972. It is rather in the field of invisibles that a compensating increase in foreign exchange earnings is expected and viability or self-sustained growth should be achieved by the end of the third period.

(b) Invisibles

1. Interest

Interest payments are expected to increase gradually - as can be seen from Table I - in line with the increase in consortium credits granted.

2. Tourism and travel

Tourism is a sector which is expected to become an important foreign exchange earner over the next few years. For the time being, the results remain rather disappointing since the net position on tourism and travel is still negative at $-9 million. However, tourism and travel receipts have increased from $13 million in 1967 to $24 million in 1968 and this is considered a significant jump. The main reason for this increase is the tax rebate system introduced in 1968 which gave tourists an effective exchange rate of LT 12 per US$1 versus the official rate of LT 9 to the dollar. This resulted in an increase in the number of tourist arrivals and in the period of stay.

With large investments by the public sector in infrastructural facilities and substantial investments by the private sector in accommodations, foreign exchange receipts are expected to increase significantly over the next few years. The present credit policy with regard to the tourism sector is designed to encourage this trend.

3. Workers' remittances

Remittances by Turkish workers abroad constitute a positive item in the Turkish balance of payments. Starting from a very low figure of merely $8 million in 1964, they reached $115 million in 1966. Following a decline to $93 million in 1967 - as a result of economic conditions abroad - the remittances resumed their upward trend in 1968 to reach $107 million at the end of that year. For 1969, preliminary returns covering the first five months of the year indicate that the programmed figure of $120 million will be reached.

Workers, by remitting their savings, benefit from an incentive scheme which has the effect of giving them an exchange premium equal to the one accorded to foreign tourists, i.e. LT 12 per US$1.

4. Profit transfers

Profit transfers are, by nature, a negative item. In 1968, they totalled $32 million and the 1969 figure is expected to be around $30 million.
5. Payments for services connected with project credits

These payments have increased commensurately with the increase in new projects over the last few years.

6. Other invisible transactions (net)

With the exception of tourism, travel and workers' remittances—all invisible items are included in this column. The net receipts have shown a steady increase since 1966, particularly as a result of the discontinuation of Public Law 480 imports. Receipts from freight and other service transactions have also increased.

Total invisibles

As a result of the above-mentioned developments, total net invisibles showed a slight decline in 1968. This was particularly due to the increase in profit transfers and the disappointing outturn in net tourism and travel receipts. This item is expected to improve in 1969 if the returns from tourism and workers' remittances confirm our estimates.

(c) Infrastructure and off-shore receipts

These receipts have declined substantially with the termination of North Atlantic Treaty Organization infrastructure projects.

Current account balance

Even with the addition of infrastructure and off-shore receipts to the net total invisibles figure, these credit items are far from enough to offset the deficit in the trade balance. As a result the current account balance shows a substantial deficit which more than doubled in 1968 as compared to 1967 and is expected to remain at approximately the same level in 1969.

II. REPAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL ON EXTERNAL DEBTS

As already indicated, Turkey's development efforts are predicated on an important inflow of foreign savings. A substantial portion of these external resources has been in the form of concessional aid and this fact, coupled with interest roll-overs, has kept interest payments at the more or less manageable level indicated above.

However, repayments of principal have constituted, and continue to constitute, a formidable burden. In spite of debt postponements which have alleviated the immediate burden, the yearly payments for the servicing of the external debt remain relatively very high, particularly when compared with export receipts.
III. TOTAL (I + II)

The current account balance added to the repayments of principal on external debts indicates the magnitude of the financing problem facing the Turkish economy in its development efforts. ($-231 million + $-94 million = $-325 million in 1968.)

IV. CAPITAL INFLOW

(a) Private capital inflow

1. Suppliers credits

As a matter of principle, the Turkish authorities have used suppliers credits only in very exceptional circumstances during the Plan period. In fact, apart from 1964, no use has been made of such credits. The Turkish authorities propose to continue this policy over the next few years.

2. Direct investments

In spite of a very liberal foreign capital investment encouragement law, private foreign investments have remained disappointingly low. Several measures were taken to accelerate the operation of the mechanism whereby applications are processed and accepted. The latest measure has been to centralize all activities pertaining to foreign capital investment applications in the State Planning Organization, and it hoped that these efforts, in conjunction with a more active rôle by the Turkish private sector in finding foreign partners, will more than double such direct investments in 1969, thus raising them from $13 million to $30 million.

3. Imports without foreign exchange allocation

Information with regard to these imports has already been given. A slight decline is expected in 1969.

(b) Official capital inflow

1. Project assistance

With regard to project assistance, the balance-of-payments figures in Table I indicate disbursements from previously granted project credits which are in the course of implementation. In this respect, 1968 was a good year with $127 million actually disbursed. The implementation of a number of important projects thus advanced considerably in 1968 and this trend should continue in 1969.
2. Programme assistance

Programme assistance is extended by consortium members in support of Turkey's Development Plan. It consists of three types of aid: credits, debt postponement and debt refinancing.

In general, programme assistance, which plays a significant role in closing the current account deficit, has remained below the level foreseen in the Plan, and this has created a difficult payment situation with repercussions on the level of imports.

3. Borrowing from multilateral organizations

Such borrowing consists mainly in drawings from the International Monetary Fund stand-by credits and in credits from the European Monetary Agreement.

For 1969, the level of disbursement from the project aid pipeline is expected to increase to $150 million, while the programme assistance requirement has been scaled down to $147 million to conform with the reduced level of available aid. This is the lowest level of programme aid that has been requested from the consortium.

(c) United States Public Law 480 imports

As already indicated, these types of imports have been discontinued since 1967 as a result of higher domestic production of agricultural commodities.

V. OVERALL BALANCE

Although the capital inflow totals $339 million and seems to more than balance the financing requirement of $325 million in 1968, a further draw-down of our monetary reserves by $6 million occurred giving a net errors and omission figure of $-20 million. Thus Turkish gold and foreign exchange reserves now stand at $47.4 million as of the end of May.

Conclusion

In view of the substantial deficit on current account and the heavy burden imposed by the servicing of the foreign debt, on the one hand, and the insufficient offsetting inflow of capital on the other, restrictive measures in the import system of Turkey are unavoidable under the present circumstances.

With the declining trend in foreign aid, the Turkish authorities are relying increasingly on their efforts to develop exports and increase their invisible foreign exchange earnings.
With close to 95 per cent of investment being met through domestic resources, the savings gap does not seem to constitute an inhibiting factor. The main bottleneck remains the foreign exchange gap and the Turkish authorities have addressed themselves to this problem vigorously and with determination.

The prospects are encouraging. Gross national product in real terms has been growing, during the Plan period, at a level very close to the 7 per cent rate foreseen in the Plan. The export oriented nature of the Second Five-Year Plan should begin to yield returns in the near future and this factor, in conjunction with substantially higher receipts on invisible account should permit us to achieve an equilibrium in the balance of current accounts by the end of the Third Five-Year Plan in 1977.

Until then, we shall have to continue to be careful and, in spite of our wishes to the contrary, we shall have to continue our restrictive system so as not to impair the stability of our economy. Growth in stability remains our goal and in view of various constraints with which we are faced we cannot be permitted to relax our vigilance.

However, as already stated, complete liberalization remains our ultimate objective, and we propose to continue our efforts to gradually relax our restrictions and liberalize by stages.

If our forecasts are accurate and our expectations materialize, we should attain our objectives within the time-limit we have set ourselves.

It should, however, be remembered that we are a developing country striving to achieve self-sustained growth against difficult odds, and that our policies should be judged in this context.